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The background scene generator MATISSE, whose main functionality is to generate natural background
radiance images, makes use of the so-called Correlated K (CK) model. It necessitates either loading or
computing thousands of CK coefficients for each atmospheric profile. When the CK coefficients cannot be
loaded, the computation time becomes prohibitive. The idea developed in this paper is to substitute fast
approximate models for the exact CK generator; using the latter, a representative set of numerical examples is built and used to train linear or nonlinear regression models. The resulting models enable an
accurate CK coefficient computation for all the profiles of an image in a reasonable time. © 2009 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes:
000.4430, 010.1030, 010.5620, 200.4260, 010.1300, 110.2960.

1. Introduction

Optronic sensor designers require the calculation of
the radiation contrast between targets and background in order to assess the detection performance
of their surveillance systems. In addition, since the
sensor may be used in many different meteorological
conditions, the background radiance and the transmitted radiation of the target must be evaluated
for a large set of atmospheric conditions. Advanced
Modeling of the Earth for the Imaging and the
Simulation of the Scenes and their Environment
(MATISSE-v1.5) [1], whose main functionality is to
generate natural background radiance images and
useful atmospheric radiative quantities (radiance
and transmission along a line of sight, local illumination, or solar irradiance, for example), is hence a perfectly suited tool for performance estimation of
optronic sensors. Unlike most other image simula0003-6935/09/356770-11$15.00/0
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tors, which favor computation speed to the detriment
of physical realism, MATISSE is developed to generate reference images using efficient methods in
terms of accuracy and computation time.
Therefore, molecular absorption calculation, required to solve the radiative transfer equation, is
made in MATISSE using a Correlated K (CK) model
[2,3]. This model has two benefits: its numerical
efficiency and computational speed in modeling nongray absorption by gases in inhomogeneous atmospheres, and its ability to include atmospheric
multiple scattering computation at a lower cost than
using line-by-line calculations. Prior to running
MATISSE, each atmospheric profile describing the
evolution of the pressure, the temperature, and the
molecular mixing ratios on an altitude grid must
be converted to a CK profile by the use of a CK generator. CK parameters are computed for each altitude within the user-required spectral band (from
700 up to 25; 000 cm−1 ; a resolution of 1 cm−1 allows
the continuous reconstitution of the band) and stored
in files. These files are then read by MATISSE and

introduced into the radiative transfer equation. Once
the CK coefficients have been set, running MATISSE
is very efficient since the same coefficients can be associated with various sight conditions.
The main drawback of this approach lies in the computation time of the CK coefficients whenever a new
profile has to be introduced in MATISSE (typically a
radiosounding). The CK calculation is indeed based
on a very time-consuming line-by-line model [4] in order to take into account the variability of the absorption coefficient versus the wavenumber. In practice, it
necessitates approximately 10 min for one single profile, and in order to account for the large number of
thermodynamic profiles that is required for atmospheric variability modeling [for example, to build a
three-dimensional (3D) scene whose profiles come
from weather forecast output], the overall CK computation would take at least two months.
As accelerating simplification, current radiative
transfer models [5] make use of one-dimensional
(1D) stratified atmospheres, but they are, therefore,
not able to take into account the horizontal structure
of the atmosphere. Attempts have recently been
made [6] to introduce this dependency by means of
interpolations and scaling factors. In MATISSE,
the 3D variability of the aerosols is already handled
by the Global Aerosol Dataset (GADS) [7]. If an alternative, faster, and, nevertheless, accurate CK computation can be found, we will be able to both deal with
the 3D variability of the atmosphere and preserve
the reference side of radiative transfer calculus made
by MATISSE.
In this paper, we suggest substitution with approximate models, expected to be much faster to run, for
the exact CK generator. The idea is to build, for each
wavenumber, a local model describing the dependency of each particular CK coefficient on the thermochemical conditions from a large number of
atmospheric profiles. First, the CK generator would
be used to compute a representative set of numerical
examples of the atmospheric conditions and of the
corresponding CK values; these examples would
then be used to fit linear or nonlinear regression
models. Provided that their domain of validity en-

compasses the variability of the profiles, the models
will enable us to deal with 3D scenes made up of
about 10,000 profiles describing the state of the atmosphere above a particular geographic region.
The objective of this paper is, hence, to describe
how statistical modeling can replace the CK generator, with significant reduction of computation time
and small loss of accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the CK coefficients, while Section 3 is dedicated to the data set. Section 4 details the algorithm
that builds the models. Finally, the resulting models
and their performance are presented, in terms of
accuracy as well as of computation time.
2.

Correlated K Description

The integration of any radiative function VðkÞ on the
wavenumber interval Δσ using a line-by-line method
is inconceivable, due to the variability of the absorption coefficient kðσÞ on the interval Δσ; a reliable result would imply extremely small integration steps,
and would be prohibitive to compute. However, by
sorting the absorption spectrum, it is possible to substitute integration on the absorption coefficient to
the wavenumber integration. Thus, the estimation
of the mean value of V requires only the values taken
by the absorption coefficient k on the interval Δσ, together with their occurrence number; the exact correspondence between the wavenumber σ and the
absorption coefficient k is not required.
The mean value on the interval Δσ of the radiative
function VðkðσÞÞ can then be written as
 Δσ
V

1
¼
Δσ

Z

Z1
VðkðσÞÞdσ ¼

Δσ

VðkðgÞÞdg;
0

where the function kðgÞ describes the cumulative distribution of the k values; for each ratio g, the value
kðgÞ is such that the ratio occurrence of the event
“k ≤ kðgÞ” equals g (see Fig. 1).
This integral can be approximated by a Gauss
quadrature: by choosing N quadrature points

Fig. 1. The dependency of the absorption coefficient k on the wavenumber σ (left) can be replaced by the cumulated frequencies of the k
values (right). The CK i coefficients are the values of the absorption coefficient for specified values gi of the occurrence ratio.
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fgi ; i ¼ 1; …; Ng and defining CK i as the kðgÞ values
to the quadrature points

 Δσ ðθ; φÞ ¼
L
obs

N
X

wi LiS ðθ; φÞ exp

 oZbs

ext 0
0
− ki ðs Þds

i¼1

CK i ¼ kðgi Þ;
þ

it can take the form

 Δσ ¼
V

Z1
VðkðgÞÞdg ≈
0

i¼1
N
X

wi

 oZbs

ext 0
0
wi exp − ki ðs Þds

s0

× J i ðs; θ; φÞkext
i ðsÞds;
wi VðCK i Þ:

s

ð2Þ

ð1Þ

i¼1

In MATISSE, the number of quadrature points has
been set to 17, the 17 occurrence ratios fgi ; i ¼
1; …; 17g being fixed, as well as the 17 weights wi.
This method enables us to suppress the explicit
dependency on the wavenumber on the spectral
interval Δσ.
In fact, the absorption coefficient k depends not
only on the wavenumber σ, but also on the thermophysical conditions. More precisely, the absorption
coefficient k is a function of the wavenumber σ, the
temperature T, the pressure P, and the mixing ratios
X m of each molecule mðm ¼ 1; …; MÞ. Consequently,
the k distribution and the CK i values also depend on
these variables and vary with the position considered
in the atmosphere:
CK i ¼ CK i ðσ 0 ; P; T; X 1 ; :::; X M Þ:
A large part of the computations of MATISSE is dedicated to the CK i estimations in the area of interest. It
consists in replacing the thermophysical data, represented by the ðP; T; X 1 ; …; X M Þ values at different
points in the atmosphere, by optical parameters, represented by the 17 CK i values at these points and
at each spectral resolution element σ 0 (we consider
the band from 700 up to 25; 000 cm−1 with a 1 cm−1
resolution).
When this computation has been done, the integration of any radiative parameter (atmospheric source
functions, extinction coefficients, background radiance) is performed rapidly; the parameter values
are computed in the whole area for each of the 17
CK values. Image generation then consists of loading
or computing the CK coefficients and, for each pixel,
propagating the source terms corrected by molecular
absorption by using Eq. (1). A typical illustration is
given by Eq. (2). The left term is the average radiance
seen by the observer in the spectral interval Δσ and
the θ, φ direction. The first term on the right represents the surface background radiance (land, sea, or
cloud) propagated through the atmosphere. The second term on the right represents the contribution of
atmospheric source functions. Once computed, the
Li S ðθ; φÞ and J i ðs; θ; φÞ terms are stored in files.
Radiance computation then consists of reading these
radiative quantities and propagating them with the
CK model along the path from the background to the
observer:
6772
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where
• N is the number of quadrature points, N ¼ 17
in MATISSE;
• wi is the ith quadrature weight;
• kext iðsÞ is the ith value of the CK parameters at
ext
location s: kext
i ðsÞ ¼ ki ðsÞ þ k ðsÞ with ki ðsÞ one of the
N CK values calculated at point s and kext ðsÞ the
absorption coefficient of the aerosols at location s;
• Li s ðθ; φÞ is the background surface radiance in
the ðθ; φÞ direction when the radiative transfer equation is solved with the ith CK parameter; and
• J i ðs; θ; φÞ is the atmospheric source function, at
location s and in the ðθ; φÞ direction, when the radiative transfer equation is solved with the ith CK
parameter.
Calculation of the brightness mean value amounts
to N independent calculations, and a weighted sum
of their results.
When the average radiance is calculated with the
CK method, the atmospheric source functions have
to be determined, as well as the ground and cloud radiances for each of the N values kext i ðsÞ. This method
makes it possible to couple the molecular absorption
with the scattering by way of the Li S ðθ; φÞ and
J i ðs; θ; φÞ parameters, and also to use Beer’s law,
as can be seen in Eq. (2).
This mode of computation is based on the conversion, for each profile, of its thermophysical representation (pressure, temperature, and molecular mixing
ratios) into its optical characterization—a set of CK
values defined for each spectral resolution element
σ 0 . It allows fast computations for all the radiative
parameter integrations, so that the computation time
is essentially devoted to this task. But the latter is
highly time consuming: for a profile, that is, for an atmospheric column above a point on Earth discretized
in 49 altitude points, the 24; 300 wavenumbers ×
49 altitudes × 17 quadrature points ¼ 20; 241; 900
CK computations require 10 min. For a whole 3D
scene including 10,000 profiles, the computation time
would be about two months. The idea studied in this
paper is to accelerate the CK computations by using
approximate but faster models.
An estimation of the computation sensitivity to the
CK accuracy has suggested that, for each profile,
each wavenumber and each altitude, only the first
eight nonzero CK coefficients need to be approximated with a relative error of less than 5% or an
absolute error of less than 10−12 cm−1 .

3. Dataset

The dataset climato [8] consists of 4672 profiles. A
profile represents a column above a given point on
Earth, on a given date. For each profile, the record
includes the thermodynamic and optical properties
at 49 altitudes defined by 49 discrete values of the
pressure (see Fig. 2). These levels of pressure run
from 10−2 up to 1:03 × 105 Pa.
The thermodynamic representation consists of the
pressure, the temperature, and the molecular mixing
ratios of 31 of the main molecules represented in the
HITRAN database [9], later denoted by the vector X.
The optical representation consists of the CK i
values ði ¼ 1; …; 17Þ for each wavenumber. In the future, a spectral bandwidth from 700 to 25; 000 cm−1
with a resolution of 1 cm−1 will be needed, leading
to 24; 300 × 49 pressures × 17 quadrature points ¼
20; 241; 900 CK values. But for this study, which is
meant as a preliminary validation of the proposed
approach, the coefficients were computed for a subset
of 198 spectral values in the bandwidth from 750 to
3; 015 cm−1 , leading to 198 × 49 × 17 ¼ 164; 934 CK
coefficients, and only those are to be modeled.
The profiles have been chosen to cover a wide set of
thermodynamic conditions. The geographical location
runs from latitude −90° up to þ90° with a 2:8125°
sampling interval, each of them during a whole year,
with a five-day sampling interval. This results in a
dataset of 64 latitudes × 73 dates ¼ 4; 672 profiles.
In addition to the profiles, the dataset also contains,
for each wavenumber value, the list of the molecules
that absorb at this frequency; their corresponding
components in the vector X are likely to be pertinent
variables of the models.
Finally, we would like to stress that these data
have been obtained from computations and have
no measurement error. Thus, the output variability

is due only to the input variability and the objective
for the model accuracy is not limited by any noise
standard deviation.
4.

Construction of the Models

The CK coefficient values depend on the wavenumber, the pressure, and the other thermodynamic conditions. However, with the wavenumber and the
pressure being discretized with small steps, we felt
that simple local models for each wavenumber and
each pressure value would be more appropriate than
a large and complex model having to be valid in the
whole spectral and pressure domain. Thus, for each
quadrature point i, each wavenumber σ, and each
pressure value Ph , the relation
ðT h ; X h Þ → CK σi;h
has to be fitted by a local model. The number of models is, hence, the number of CK coefficients; that is
164,934 today with the considered wavenumber
subset, and will be 20,241,900 in the future. The procedure has to be completely automated; it is not possible to prompt for a user choice at each model
construction.
A.

General Framework

The construction of a model amounts to selecting an
accurate function among a given set of candidates.
The function sets considered here are polynomials
and neural networks. As a matter of fact, both are
universal approximators; a polynomial or a neural
network can approximate any function to a specified
accuracy, provided that the degree and the number of
monomials, or the number of neurons, is large enough. However, a crucial issue that the algorithm
has to address is the choice of the whole structure;
for a polynomial, what should be its degree and
which monomials should it include? And for a neural
network, how many neurons should it contain?
When the whole structure is given, the model is
merely a function f ðx; θÞ with an input vector x ¼
ðtemperature T; molecular mixing ratio vector XÞ
and a parameter vector θ. The remaining question is
then, what value should the parameter vector θ take?
A part of the dataset, called the training set, is used
to compute a mean square error of the model, and the
parameter vector is estimated as the least squares
solution:
X
θls ¼ argminθ
½yðexÞ − f ðxðexÞ; θÞÞ2 :
ð3Þ
ex

Fig. 2. A profile is a column above a given point on Earth at a
given time. In the database, it is represented at discrete levels
of the pressure, which determine a set of altitudes. The thermodynamic representation includes, at each altitude, the value of the
temperature T and of the molecular mixing ratios vector X. The
optical representation includes, at the same altitudes, the CK i values ði ¼ 1; …; 17Þ for each wavenumber σ. The database climato
contains 4672 profiles.

Once different structures have been trained, they
can be compared. But one cannot simply choose the
model with the smallest mean squared error on the
training examples. The latter best fits the examples
used to estimate its parameters, but it is not necessarily the model that best fits the function, due to
overfitting. To detect overfitting, it is necessary to
measure the errors on examples that have not been
10 December 2009 / Vol. 48, No. 35 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Table 1.

Error Type
Root mean square error: rMSE
Max error: MXE
Root mean square relative error: rMSRE
Max relative error: MXRE

Performance Measures

Training Set

Validation Set

rMSE-Tr
MXE-Tr
rMSRE-Tr
MXRE-Tr

rMSE-V
MXE-V
rMSRE-V
MXRE-V

used to estimate the parameters. Thus, another set of
examples has to be considered, the validation set; it
is used to compare two models, the parameters of
which have been previously estimated with the training set.
Provided that a training set and a validation set
are available, an algorithm can run through different
model structures until an accurate one is encountered; for each structure, the parameters are taught
to fit the training examples and the resulting model
accuracy is then evaluated on the validation set. The
final model is the first accurate structure encountered (evaluated on the validation set) with the optimal parameters (evaluated on the training set). Its
global performance can be estimated, but on neither
the training set, since it has been used to evaluate
the parameters, nor on the validation set, since it
has been used to select the structure. This is the reason why a third set of examples is considered: the test
set. This set is not at all used in the algorithm that
builds the models. The test errors are only computed
at the end of the algorithm, in order to evaluate how
the final model fits the function. The initial dataset
is hence divided into three subsets; here they are
chosen of equal size.
The next paragraph introduces the main measures
of accuracy and the second paragraph describes the
algorithm that explores the model structures and
selects the final model.
B. Error Functions

For each CK coefficient and for each example ex, both
an absolute and a relative error can be computed:
2
4

EðexÞ

¼ CK model ðexÞ − CK real ðexÞ

REðexÞ ¼

CK model ðexÞ−CK real ðexÞ
CK real ðexÞ

:

For a whole example set, these two errors can be described both by their root mean squares (rMSE and
rMSRE) and by their maximum absolute values
(MXE and MXRE). Finally. the three example sets
lead to 12 error functions for a single model (Table 1).
The accuracy specified for the CK estimations depends only on the first eight nonzero coefficients.
Therefore, the relative errors are computed with
the corresponding examples only. For each relation,
the mean relative errors are computed with the profiles for which the CK coefficient is one of the first
eight nonzero CK (i.e., larger than 10−12 cm−1 ). The
data being noiseless, these errors are representative
of the approximation errors and are reliable to decide
whether a model satisfies the specification or not; in
6774
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Test Set
rMSE-Ts
MXE-Ts
rMSRE-Ts
MXRE-Ts

the procedure, the accuracy specification is fulfilled if
the model has either a rMSE in validation (rMSE-V)
of less than 10−12 cm−1 or a rMSRE in validation
(rMSRE-V) of less than 5%. Such a model is considered as accurate enough and, when encountered,
stops the procedure. The model comparison is done
via their mean square error in validation (MSE-V).
C.

Modeling Procedure

1.

Overview

The procedure follows the general scheme described
in [10] and shown in Fig. 3. After setting the candidate inputs—the temperature and the mixing ratios
of the molecules that are optically active at the considered wavenumber—it builds a polynomial model
with a small degree. This step is fast and results,
most of the time, in a sufficient model. If not, the procedure builds a neural network whose inputs are
those of the polynomial. This step is time consuming,
but it is performed only for the few most complex relations, for which it is worth it. If the neural network
is accurate enough, it is chosen as the final model. If
not, that is, if neither the polynomial nor the neural
network fulfills the accuracy specification, both are
compared and the model with the lowest MSE-V is
selected as the final one.
The two next subsections detail the polynomial
and neural network construction.
2.

Polynomial Construction

A polynomial structure is a set of monomials and its
parameters are their multiplicative coefficients. The

Fig. 3. General scheme of the modeling procedure.

model depends linearly on these parameters and the
solution θls of Eq. (3) is given by the ordinary least
squares formula.
The remaining issue of the polynomial construction is to decide which monomials it should contain.
In the procedure, the maximum degree is set to 3, so
that the possible monomials consist of those depending on the candidate inputs and having an adequate
degree. Among these possible monomials, a selection
has to be done. To start with, the procedure reads the
desired output vector Yd, made of the training example outputs, and computes the experience matrix X,
whose columns correspond to the possible monomials
and whose rows are the monomial values at the
training examples.
Then the procedure uses the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization [11] to rank the monomials in order of
their decreasing contribution to the output’s explanation. First, the correlations of all the columns of
the matrix X with the output Yd are computed; the
most correlated column is placed in first position,
as well as the monomial it corresponds to. The remaining columns of the matrix X and the vector
Yd are then projected orthogonally to the first column, and the correlations of the resulting columns
to the resulting vector are computed. The most correlated column, as well as the corresponding monomial, are placed in the second position. The same
computation is iterated until all the columns of the
matrix X and all the monomials have been sorted.
In the end, the matrix X is orthogonal; its columns
and the monomials are sorted according to their contribution to the model performance. Thanks to the
orthogonal projections, this sorting eliminates the redundancies; at each iteration, a column is ranked
and all the remaining ones are projected orthogonally, so that the information they have in common
with the selected column is deleted before further
ranking. Thus, if two monomials contain redundant
information on the output, only one of them is ranked
at a good position.
The resulting rank defines a sequence f k ðx; θÞ of
nested model structures, the first one being the constant model, the second one including the constant
and the first monomial, and so on: let φk ðxÞ denote
the monomial sorted at the position k; then the model
f k ðx; θÞ is
f k ðx; θÞ ¼ θ0 þ

X
θi φi ðxÞ:

the mean square error in MSE-V is not lower than
with k − 1 monomials, or when k reaches its maximum. If the final polynomial model fulfills the accuracy specification, it is set as final model. If not, a
more complex one has to be considered and the procedure builds a neural network.
Polynomials are good approximators and their
training is fast, but when the number of inputs and
the maximum degree increase, the number of possible
monomials grows drastically, resulting in very high
computation time and memory request. For instance,
with 15 inputs and a maximum degree of 3, the number of monomials is 816, but when the maximum degree is set to 4, 5, or 6, the number of monomials goes
up to 3876, 15,504 or 54,264, respectively. Thus, when
small degree polynomials are not accurate enough,
they need to be replaced by models whose complexity
can be increased more gradually. In that case, neural
networks are introduced.
3.

Neural Network Construction

The neural networks considered here are networks
with one hidden layer (Fig. 4). Each neuron i of
the hidden layer computes
"

Potential : V i ¼ wi0 þ
Output :

P
j

wij xj

Oi ¼ tanhðV 1 Þ

;

where wij is the weight of the connection from the input j to the neuron i. The output of the network is
given by
X
O ¼ w0 þ
w i Oi ;
i

where the wi are the weights of the connections from
the hidden neurons to the output.
Only the inputs that were included in the final
polynomial model are fed to the neural network.
The neural network construction consists in setting
the number nhid of hidden neurons and the parameter vector θ whose components are the weights
wij and wi .
When the number nhid is defined, the model is a
function f ðx; θÞ of the input vector x and of the parameter vector θ. As for the polynomial models, the

ð4Þ

i≤k

The final polynomial structure is an element of this
sequence and the remaining question is the choice of
the size k. The larger is k, the richer the model, but
also the higher the risk of overfitting.
To select it, the procedure increases it from 0 (the
model is a constant) to its maximum (the total number of possible monomials). For each value of k, the
parameters are estimated on the training set and the
accuracy on the validation set. The procedure stops
when the model f k ðx; θls Þ is accurate enough, or when

Fig. 4. Neural network with one hidden layer.
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training phase consists in finding the θ value that
minimizes the square error on the training set, that
is, in solving Eq. (3). But, in this case, the network
output f ðx; θÞ is not linear with respect to the parameters and there is no direct formula for the optimal
θls . The latter has to be estimated with an iterative
procedure that is expected to converge to the
optimum. In this work, we use the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm, which, at each iteration,
makes a variation Δθ of the parameter that depends
on the gradient and on an approximation of the Hessian of the square training error [12].
To set the hidden layer size nhid , the procedure operates in a manner similar to that for the polynomial
size: it gradually increases nhid and, for each value,
estimates the least squares parameter θls on the
training set and the performance on the validation
set. The procedure stops when the model fulfills
the accuracy specification, or when the MSE-V is
not lower with nhid neurons than with nhid − 1, or
when a maximum value has been reached.
If the neural network is accurate enough, it is selected as the final model. If not, its MSE-V is compared to that of the polynomial, and the better of
the two is the final model.
As compared to polynomials, neural networks are
parsimonious; they can approximate complex functions with fewer parameters. In brief, this property
is due to the fact that the basis elements (the neurons) can be chosen in a nonlinear fashion [13,14].
Furthermore, the model complexity can be increased
more gradually: when the numbers of inputs and of
hidden neurons grow, the number of parameters
grows like their product and there is no gap as there
is when increasing the polynomial degree. But the
drawback is the large computation time needed for
the neural network training.
5. Results

The procedure described above has been applied
to the 198 wavenumbers, resulting in 198 ×
49 pressure values × 17 CK coefficients ¼ 164; 934
models. This section describes them, in terms of accuracy, size, and computation time.
A. Model Structure and Accuracy

For nearly two-thirds of the relations (102,185
among the 164,934), a constant model proves to be
sufficient. This is the case for the CK coefficients
whose values are always less than 10−12 cm−1 (as it
happens to be for the first CK coefficients at high
altitudes), and for the CK coefficients which, for
every example, have eight nonzero CK coefficient
before them.
Hence, there are 62,749 nontrivial relations left.
For only 33 of them, the procedure could not build
a sufficient model. For all the 62,716 other relations,
a model has been found with a rMSE-V set of less
than 10−12 cm−1 or with a rMSRE-V set of less than
5%. To be more precise, for 62,598 relations, the procedure has built a polynomial model fulfilling the
6776
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accuracy specification. Then, for the 151 other relations, the polynomial is not sufficient and the procedure has built a neural network. In 118 cases, it
indeed succeeded in building a sufficient model
while, in 29 other cases, it built a model that is
not sufficient but still has better performance than
the polynomial. The remaining four models could
not be improved by a neural network (see Table 2).
All the polynomial models have been built in 24 h
on a single computer (Dual Core AMD Opteron
2212 processor, 2; 000 MHz). For the neural models,
one week on four similar computers was needed.
For the 62,749 nontrivial models, a rMSRE-V and a
MXRE-V can be computed on the validation set.
Their means are 3.3% for the rMSRE-V and 18.1%
for the MXRE-V, and their distributions are plotted
in Fig. 5. The same indicators can be computed on the
test set. Their means equal 3.3% and 12.3%, respectively, and their distributions are plotted in Fig. 6.
Computed on the validation or on the test set, the
distributions of the rMSRE are very similar; their
means are identical (3.3%) and their histograms
have the same shape (left part of Figs. 5 and 6). In
particular, a “threshold” value at 5% can be noted:
the root mean square error values under 5% are
much more numerous than those above 5%. For
the errors on the validation set, this is a direct consequence of the building procedure; a model is sufficient as soon as its rMSRE-V is less than 5%, so that
the procedure stops increasing the model complexity
as soon as the rMSRE-V reaches this threshold value. The fact that the same threshold also appears on
the test proves that the training and validation distributions are indeed representative of the overall
distribution.
However, the MXRE on the validation and test sets
are quite different. Their means are 18.1% and
12.3%, respectively (i.e., it is smaller on the test
set), and conversely, their maximum values are about
700% for the validation set and about 400% for the
test set. The distribution of the relative errors of
the 62,749 nontrivial models on all the 1557 test profiles has been plotted (see Fig. 7); 99.5% of the absolute values are less than 20%, 97.7% are less than
10%, and 89.2% are less than 5%.
B.

Model Size and Computation Time

Even for the nontrivial relations, the models are generally small: polynomials have a mean size of 2.4
monomials and the mean number of hidden neurons
equals 6 (Fig. 8).
Table 2.

Polynomials
Neural networks
Total

Model Structures and Performance

Fulfill Accuracy
Specifications

Do Not Fulfill
Accuracy
Specifications

Total

62,598
118
62,716

4
29
33

62,602
147
62,749

Fig. 5. (Color online) Histograms of the root mean square relative errors (left) and of the maximum relative errors (right) of the nontrivial
models, on the validation set.

The exact computation of the CK coefficients
with MATISSE for a profile, that is of
the
24; 300 wavenumbers × 49 pressure values ×
17 quadrature points ¼ 20; 241; 900 CK values, requires 10 min. For a whole scene including 10,000
profiles, the computation would take about two
months and is, therefore, not feasible.
How long would it take if the regression models
were used instead of exact computations? Since
the modeling has not yet been done for all the
24,300 spectral values, but only for 198 of them, this
computation time can be estimated by computing the
CK coefficients at these 198 wavenumbers 24; 300=
198 ¼ 123 times. This assumes that the model sizes
are globally the same for the unseen wavenumbers.
Furthermore, it necessitates that the models are
appropriately loaded during the procedure.
As a matter of fact, it is not possible to consider
that all the models will be loaded simultaneously
in the program memory. Thus, they have to be

stored in the file system, and loaded by the program when their use is requested. The file system
has been organized with one file per wavenumber, each file containing 49 pressure values×
17 quadrature points ¼ 833 models. The computation of a profile is done by, for each wavenumber:
1.
2.

loading the 833 models and
running these models.

When the models are used for a single profile,
the time devoted to the second step has been
measured as only 7% of the total time. This has
two practical consequences for the time estimation
procedure:
1. to be reliable, it must run the two steps:
for each of the 198 modeled wavenumbers, the
whole procedure (steps 1 and 2) has to be run
24; 300=198 ¼ 123 times, and

Fig. 6. (Color online) Histograms of the root mean square relative errors (left) and of the maximum relative errors (right) of the nontrivial
models, on the test set.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Histogram of the relative errors of the 62,749 nontrivial models on the 1557 test profiles. The left scale shows that
the high values very seldom do, but can reach 400%, while the right scale shows that most values (99.5% of them) are smaller than 20%.

2. when the number npro of profiles is greater
than 1, it is important, once a model has been loaded,
to use it for all the profiles. Then, for each wavenumber, the first step is executed only once, and only
the second step is executed npro times. The time
needed to compute the npro profiles is less than
the product of npro by the time needed to compute
one profile.
This procedure has been executed on a computer
with a Dual Core AMD Opteron 2212 processor
(2; 000 MHz). The time needed for the computation
of a single profile is estimated at 1 min 15 s, which
is to be compared with the 10 min needed for the exact computation. For a whole 3D scene, that is, for
10,000 profiles, the computation time is estimated

at 16 h, to be compared with the two months in
the case of exact CK computations; it is now conceivable to deal with such a scene.
6.

Discussion

The first point we would like to discuss is the validity
domain of the models, which is basically the area of
the input space that is covered by the dataset. These
data have been built in order to explore the whole
region of interest; the geographical as well as the
time localizations run through all the latitudes
and periods of the year. Hence, most of the new thermophysical profiles are likely to be close to some of
the learned ones. However, it is still possible, for a
new image made in a particular climate condition,
to have new profiles falling out of the domain. We

Fig. 8. (Color online) Histogram of the numbers of monomials for the 62,602 polynomial models (left), and of the hidden layer sizes for the
147 neural models (right). The number of monomials has a mean of 2.4 and runs from 1 up to 50. The hidden layer size runs from 4 up to 10
with a mean value of 6.
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should, therefore, be able to detect this situation. A
first safeguard consists in storing, in addition to the
models, the minima and maxima of each input component in the dataset. It is very easy and fast to compare each new input vector to these values and to
detect when it is out of range. But the domain delimited by these extrema is a hypercube that contains,
but is not, the validity domain. The latter is very different from a hypercube; it is not even convex, so that
only a part of the out-of-range profiles will be detected this way. Another possibility is to compute a
confidence interval for the output. Its computation
is well known in the case of a polynomial, which is
linear with its parameters (see, for example, [15]),
and can be obtained in the case of a neural network
by using a linear Taylor expansion of the model output [16]. It should be noted that the notion of confidence interval is statistical and does not exactly
apply here, since the data are nonrandom. However,
it still has an intuitive signification and, also, the appealing property of getting larger and larger as the
new input vector goes away from the training domain. Thus, for each new input, it gives useful information about the model validity. The computations
are then more time consuming (nearly 2 min for a
profile and two days for a whole 3D scene if the confidence interval is computed for each model and each
profile), but are still much shorter than the exact
ones. The question to decide when the confidence interval should be computed remains open.
A second point to discuss is the problem decomposition that has been chosen: for a given wavenumber
and a given CK coefficient. A different local model
has been built for each of the 49 discrete values of
the pressure. Another option was to build a single
global model for all the altitudes, taking the pressure
as an additional input. In fact, this option has been
implemented, too, but the relations are much more
complex and the final models are, hence, very large;
most of them are polynomials with more than 40
monomials. When using them in the CK computation, the time devoted to run them on a profile, relative to the time requested to load and to run them,
enhances from 7% to 69%. The total time enhances
to 2 min 15 s for a single profile, and to nine days
for a whole 3D scene. This highlights the importance
of finding the good decomposition of a problem before
considering its modeling.
Finally, we would like to stress how useful the preliminary work has been. First, a representative dataset has been built, which covers the domain on
which the models will be used. Second, thanks to a
sensitivity analysis of the MATISSE computations
to the CK accuracy, the required accuracy could be
defined. It has been found that only the first eight
nonzero CK coefficients have to be computed accurately, allowing us to focus the effort on the most crucial relations. And third, a good decomposition of the
problem had to be found.

7.

Conclusion

The feasibility of fast emulation by linear and nonlinear regression of the exact computation of the
CK coefficients has been demonstrated. The implementation of the proposed procedure on a subset of
198 values of the wavenumber shows that a mean relative error of 3.3% and a high reduction of the computation time can be obtained: from 10 min down to 1
min 15 s, in the case of a single profile, and from two
months down to 16 h in the case of 10,000 profiles. It
will, therefore, be possible to deal with 3D scenes
with inhomogeneous conditions, which was, up to
now, inconceivable.
The proposed procedure may be applied in many
other areas. As soon as a heavy numerical procedure
has to be repeated many times, its emulation by fast
regression models may be considered. The initial investment lies in a proper decomposition of the task to
be emulated, in the specification of the requested
accuracy, in the construction of a representative
dataset, and, finally, in the model construction. If this
preliminary work is done properly, the investment
can be very rewarding, as illustrated by the performance reported here.
This work has been financed by the Direction Générale de l’Armement / Direction des Systèmes
d’Armes / Unité de Management Naval.
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